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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HARVESTING AN ENERGY FROM A POWER CORD

(57) A method for harvesting an energy from a power
cord is disclosed. A salient idea of the present principles
is to adapt the antenna of a wireless tag device such as
for example a RFID tag device so as to harvest an energy
from a power cord and to power the wireless tag with the
harvested energy. The disclosed principles propose to
combine in a single antenna a classical antenna function
of radio frequency signals reception to a new function of
energy harvesting from a power cord. Including a RF an-
tenna function in a pair of electrodes adapted to harvest
power from a power cord is advantageous as it enables
to design and/or manufacture simpler and cheaper de-

vices, using less material than the existing methods. The
antenna being a dipole type antenna comprises four con-
ductive strips that are wrapped around the power cord.
The antenna shape and size are so that, when wrapped
around the power cord, the antenna acts as an efficient
antenna for the communication band (such as for exam-
ple the UHF band) as well as an efficient electrical field
energy harvester. The harvested energy is used to power
the wireless tag device or to boost the range perform-
ances of the wireless tag, through the powering of its
communication circuitry.
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Description

1. TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The technical field of the disclosed method and apparatus is related to energy harvesting for devices such as
sensors embedded in RFID tags.

2. BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Smart home and smart building applications generally rely on deploying battery powered sensors in the home
or building environment so as to measure and collect data in order to provide enhanced services. A huge variety of such
sensors emerge as part of the Internet of Things trend, and include measurement of for example temperature, pressure,
humidity, or magnetic field. Such sensors further include for example presence detection or door/window opening status
detection. There are known methods where such a battery powered sensor is coupled to a RFID tag that is able to report
a value measured by the sensor towards a RFID interrogator. A first drawback of battery powered sensors is the cost
of the battery which impacts the cost of the whole solution. A second drawback is the required maintenance of the
system: batteries need to be monitored and regularly changed. These drawbacks represent significant barriers in the
deployment of low cost and ease of use sensors dedicated to smart home applications. New methods and sensor devices
are desired for measuring and reporting values without requiring the sensor device to be battery powered.

3. SUMMARY

[0003] A salient idea of the present principles is to adapt the antenna of a wireless tag device such as for example a
RFID tag device so as to harvest an energy from a power cord and to power the wireless tag with the harvested energy.
The disclosed principles propose to combine in a single antenna a classical antenna function of radio frequency signals
reception to a new function of energy harvesting from a power cord. Including a RF antenna function in a pair of electrodes
adapted to harvest power from a power cord is advantageous as it enables to design and/or manufacture simpler and
cheaper devices, using less material than the existing methods. The antenna being a dipole type antenna comprises
four conductive strips that are wrapped around the power cord. The antenna shape and size are so that, when wrapped
around the power cord, the antenna acts as an efficient antenna for the communication band (such as for example the
UHF band) as well as an efficient electrical field energy harvester. The harvested energy is used to power the wireless
tag device or to boost the range performances of the wireless tag, through the powering of its communication circuitry,
and/or to supply a sensor embedded in the wireless tag device with a required energy for its working and for storing/up-
dating the sensed information in a memory of the wireless tag device.
[0004] To that end a device adapted to harvest an energy from a power cord is disclosed. The device comprises a
dipole type antenna of two arms adapted to receive a RF signal, wherein each of the two arms comprises two conductive
strips adapted to:

- be wrapped around a power cord with a separating slot keeping the two conductive strips electrically disconnected,
- harvest an energy from the power cord

[0005] According to a particularly advantageous variant, the separating slot is short and the two conductive strips are
electromagnetically coupled.
[0006] According to another particularly advantageous variant, each of the two conductive strips comprises a flexible
substrate.
[0007] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device is configured to operate at a central radio
frequency, each of the two conductive strips having an equal length being a quarter of a guided wavelength of the central
radio frequency.
[0008] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device further comprises an integrated circuit adapt-
ed to receive an operating energy from a modulated RF carrier captured by the dipole type antenna, the integrated circuit
being further adapted to be powered by the harvested energy.
[0009] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device is a wireless tag.
[0010] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device is a RFID tag.
[0011] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device further comprises a capacitor adapted to
store the harvested energy.
[0012] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device further comprises an impulse detector (57)
adapted to be powered at least by the harvested energy.
[0013] According to another particularly advantageous variant, at least one of the two conductive strips comprises a
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plurality of spikes inserted in an insulating envelope of the power cord.
[0014] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the at least one of the two conductive strips comprises
a first rectangular conductive part, the spikes originating from the first rectangular conductive part and being perpendicular
to the first rectangular conductive part.
[0015] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the at least one of the two conductive strips comprises
a first conductive part being partially cylindrical around an axis, the spikes originating from the first conductive part and
being directed towards the axis.
[0016] In a second aspect a method for powering a device is also disclosed, the device comprising a dipole type
antenna of two arms adapted to receive a RF signal, each of the two arms comprising two conductive strips. The method
comprises:

- wrapping the two conductive strips around a power cord with a separating slot keeping the two conductive strips
electrically disconnected;

- harvesting an energy from the power cord and
- powering the device with the harvested energy.

[0017] According to a particularly advantageous variant, the separating slot is short and the two conductive strips are
electromagnetically coupled.
[0018] In a third aspect a device adapted to harvest an energy from a power cord is also disclosed. The device
comprises at least two electrodes mounted around the power cord, wherein at least one of the two electrodes comprises
a plurality of spikes inserted in an insulating envelope of the power cord.
[0019] According to a particularly advantageous variant, the at least one of the two electrodes comprises a first con-
ductive part being partially cylindrical around an axis, the spikes originating from the first conductive part and being
directed towards the axis.
[0020] According to another particularly advantageous variant, at least one spike is a blade of material along the axis.
[0021] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the spikes of the plurality of spikes have a same form.
[0022] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the spikes of the plurality of spikes are regularly dis-
tributed around the first conductive part.
[0023] According to another particularly advantageous variant,

- each spike occupies a surface of the first conductive part, the surface corresponding to a first angle of the partially
cylindrical first conductive part;

- an interval between two consecutive spikes corresponds to a second angle of the partially cylindrical first conductive
part, and

- a ratio of the first angle over a sum of the first angle and the second angle is between 1/2 and 2/3.

[0024] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the spikes are conductive, with a length being strictly
smaller than a thickness of the insulating envelope.
[0025] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the spikes are of a dielectric material and inserted in
the insulating envelope up to a conductive part of the power cord.
[0026] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device is powered by the harvested energy.
[0027] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device is powered by the harvested energy.
[0028] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device is a wireless tag.
[0029] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device is a RFID tag.
[0030] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device further comprises a capacitor adapted to
store the harvested energy.
[0031] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device further comprises a sensor.
[0032] According to another particularly advantageous variant, the device further comprises an impulse detector.
[0033] In a fourth aspect a method for powering a device is also disclosed. The method comprises:

- mounting two electrodes around a power cord, wherein at least one of the two electrodes comprises a plurality of
spikes inserted in an insulating envelope of the power cord;

- powering the device with an energy harvested from the power cord by the two electrodes.

[0034] While not explicitly described, the present embodiments may be employed in any combination or sub-combi-
nation. For example, the present principles are not limited to the described variants, and any arrangement of variants
and embodiments of the electrodes can be used as an arm of the dipole type antenna. Moreover the present principles
are not limited to the described conductive strips form examples. The present principles are not further limited to the
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described conductive material and are applicable to any other conductive material. The present principles are not further
limited to the described forms of spikes examples or to the described positioning of spikes on the first conductive part
and are applicable to any other forms and positioning of spikes. The present principles are not further limited to a RFID
tag and any other type of tag is applicable to the disclosed principles.
[0035] Besides, any characteristic, variant or embodiment described for the device is compatible with a method for
powering the device.

4. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036]

- Figure 1 illustrates an example of harvesting an energy from a power cord according to a known method;
- Figures 2a depicts an example of a cross-section view of the power cord of Figure 1 ;
- Figures 2b shows a modelling of the power cord of Figure 2a in an electrical circuit according to a specific and non-

limiting embodiment of the disclosed principles;
- Figure 2c shows an equivalent electrical circuit of an electrical field energy harvester according to a specific and

non-limiting embodiment of the disclosed principles;
- Figure 2d illustrates an application of the Thevenin Theorem to the electrical circuit of Figure 2c;
- Figure 2e shows plots of amounts of harvested energy evolution over time according to a specific and non-limiting

embodiment of the disclosed principles;
- Figure 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d respectively describe a cross-section view of two electrodes adapted to harvest an energy

from a power cord according to four specific and non-limiting embodiments of the present principles;
- Figure 4a and 4b illustrate two further specific and non-limitative embodiments of the disclosed principles;
- Figure 5a, 5b and 5c depict three RFID tag devices adapted to harvest an energy from a power cord according to

respectively three specific and non-limiting embodiments of the disclosed principles;
- Figure 6 describes a method for powering a device from energy harvested from a power cord according to a specific

and non-limiting embodiment of the disclosed principles.

5. DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0037] A possible approach to deploy battery less sensor devices is to harvest an energy, for example from a power
cord. Indeed power cords are highly available in homes and buildings, so that relying on a power cord availability to
deploy a sensing device does not represent a strong deployment constraint. Some methods are known to harvest an
energy from power cords. Most of energy harvesters from power cords use magnetic coupling. This technique requires
current flowing in the power cord which represents some limitations. Indeed the amount of energy harvested strongly
depends on the amount of power being consumed by devices connected to the power cord. Some methods recently
emerged for harvesting energy from power cords by using the electrical field. Such electric field energy harvesting
techniques do not require current to flow in the power cord. The harvested energy is always available but remains
relatively limited.
[0038] Figure 1 represents an example of an electric field energy harvesting technique. The energy is harvested from
two partially cylindrical electrodes 100 and 101 mounted around a power cord 10 over a length L and separated by a
distance e. The energy harvested is stored in a storage module for example represented by an electrical diagram 11
comprising four diodes D1, D2, D3, D4 and a storage capacitor Cst. The amount of harvested energy for a given time
duration, is directly related to the length L of the electrodes 100, 101 and remains limited for lengths below ten to fifteen
centimeters.
[0039] Figure 2a shows an example of a cross-section view of a power cord 10 with the two partially cylindrical
electrodes 100, 101, supposed of length L, and Figure 2b shows the corresponding modeling in an electrical circuit.
According to a specific and non-limiting embodiment, the power cord 10 comprises a hot wire 21 and a neutral wire 22,
embedded into a main insulating envelope 20. The hot wire 21 comprises a conducting part 210, itself embedded into
an individual insulating envelope 211. Similarly the neutral wire 22 comprises a conducting part 220, itself embedded
into an individual insulating envelope 221. The two electrodes 100, 101 are capacitively coupled to the hot 21 and neutral
22 wires and an energy is harvested from the leakage electric field which generates a current corresponding to the
displacement current according to Maxwell’s equation. This current is used to charge a storage capacitor Cst through a
rectifying circuit using the diodes D1, D2, D3, D4 as shown in Figure 1. In Figure 2b, the coupling capacitors to the hot
wire 21 are denoted CH1 for the electrode 100 and CH2 for the electrode 101. By the same way, the coupling capacitors
to the neutral wire 22 are denoted CN1 for the electrode 100 and CN2 for the electrode 101. The coupling capacitor
between the hot 21 and the neutral 22 wires is denoted CHN. Finally C12, denotes the direct coupling between both
electrodes 100 and 101. In case the electrodes 100, 101 are symmetrical, the coupling capacitors CH1 and CN2 are of
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a same value (CH1=CN2), so as for the coupling capacitors CH2 and CN1 (CH2=CN1). In case the electrodes 100, 101
are of different size and/or form, the coupling capacitors have different values. Indeed, the values of these coupling
capacitors depend on the exact geometry of the considered power cord 10 and the configuration of the electrodes 100, 101.
[0040] Figure 2c shows an equivalent electrical circuit of an electrical field energy harvester, merging the modelling
of figures 1 and 2b. In figure 2c, by applying the Thevenin theorem illustrated in Figure 2d, the voltage at the edges of
the storage capacitor Cst, denoted Vout, is calculated as:

-   

where:

-       

- Rst represents the leakage resistance of the storage capacitor;

- eAB = A * Vrms;    

-   

[0041] Figure 2d shows an application of the Thevenin Theorem, by replacing the passive circuit at the left side of
terminals A-B, by the equivalent voltage source eAB and resistance RAB. In this calculation, the resistances of the diodes
of the rectifier (in serial with RAB) are neglected, following a hypothesis of perfect diode. Therefore, for a given storage
capacitor Cst, the harvested energy Eh is given by: 

[0042] Figure 2e shows examples of harvested energy evolution over time calculated using the above formulas for
values of coupling capacitors CH1=CN2, varying from 1pF to 100 pF. For these calculations the storage capacitor Cst
value is chosen equal to 22mF. It appears clearly from Figure 2e, that the amount of harvested energy is directly related
to the values of the coupling capacitors CH1 and CN2. The disclosed principles describe several specific and non-limiting
embodiments where the geometry of the electrodes is advantageously adapted to increase the value of the coupling
capacitors, so as to increase the amount of harvested energy.
[0043] Figure 3a and Figure 3b illustrate a cross section of a device adapted to harvest an energy from a power cord
10 according to two specific and non-limiting embodiments of the disclosed principles. The device comprises at least
two distinct electrodes 30A, 31A, 30B, 31B mounted around the power cord 10, and being electrically disconnected
between each other. The figures 3a and 3b show a pair 30A-31A of two electrodes (for figure 3a) and a pair 30B-31B
of two electrodes (for figure 3b), respectively mounted around the power cord 10. For the sake of clarity, the principles
will be described with one pair of two electrodes 30A-31A, 30B-31B, but any number of pair of electrodes mounted
around the power cord is compatible with the disclosed principles. In a first variant, at least one electrode 30A, 30B of
a pair 30A-31A, 30B-31B of electrodes comprises a plurality of spikes 301, 302, 311, 312 inserted in an insulating
envelope 20, 211 of the power cord 10. In a second variant both electrodes 30A, 31A of a pair 30A-31A, are identical
and comprise a same plurality of spikes, of a similar geometry. A similar geometry of both electrodes 30A, 31A advan-
tageously improves the capacitive coupling to the conductive parts 210, 220 of the wires 21 and 22.. The power cord
10 illustrated in figures 1, 2a and 3a-3b comprises two types of insulated envelopes: an individual insulating envelope
211, 221 around each of the conductive part 210, 211 of each wire 21, 22, and a main insulating envelope 20 around
both isolated wires 21, 22. But other types of insulating envelopes, such as for example a single unique insulating
envelope are compatible with the disclosed principles. At least one electrode 30A, 30B of a pair of electrodes, (or each
electrode 30A, 31A, 30B-31B, of a pair of electrodes depending on the variant) comprises a first conductive part 300
being partially cylindrical around an axis. For example the first conductive part 300 is metallic. The term conductive
implies a high level of electrical conductivity. The form of the first conductive part 300 is typically closed to a semi-
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cylinder, but with an angle strictly less than 180° as illustrated in the figures 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b. Indeed two electrodes with
a first conductive part 300 of an angle of 180° would be in short circuit when mounted on the power cord. Any partially
cylindrical form with an angle less than 180° is compatible with the disclosed principles. The axis of the partially cylindrical
conductive part 300 of the electrode 30A, 31A, 30B, 31B is longitudinal to the electrode 30A, 31A, 30B, 31B and
perpendicular to the cross section plan of figures 3a, and 3b. The electrodes 30A, 31A, 30B, 31B are longitudinally
mounted on the power cord 10. In other words the axis of the electrode partial cylinder is also the axis of the power cord
10. According to this specific and non-limiting embodiment, the plurality of spikes 301, 302, 311, 312 of the electrode
30A, 31A, 30B, 31B originate from the partially cylindrical conductive part 300 of the electrode 30A, 31 A, 30B, 31B and
are directed towards the axis of the partially cylindrical conductive part 300.
[0044] In an advantageous variant, at least one spike 301, 302, 311, 312 is a contiguous blade of a same material
along the axis of the partially cylindrical conductive part 300. In another variant (not represented), the spikes are conical,
and directed towards the axis in the cross section view. In that variant the spikes are a discontinuous blade of a same
material along the axis of the partially cylindrical conductive part 300. For the sake of clarity all the spikes 301, 302, 311,
312 of the electrodes 30A, 31A, 30B, 31B are represented with a same form and regularly distributed around the
electrodes 30A, 31A, 30B, 31B. But any arrangement and geometry of the spikes on the first conductive part 300, adapted
to increase the capacitive coupling of the electrodes 30A, 31A, 30B, 31B is compatible with the disclosed principles.
[0045] In an advantageous variant, wherein the spikes 301, 302, 311, 312 are regularly distributed around the first
conductive part 300, each spike 301, 302, 311, 312 occupies a surface of the first conductive part 300 corresponding
to a first angle θ1 of the first partially cylindrical conductive part 300. An interval between two consecutive spikes 301,

302 further corresponds to a second angle θ2 of the first partially cylindrical conductive part 300. A filling factor α is

defined as a ratio of the second angle θ2 over a sum of the first angle θ1 and the second angle θ2:  

CONDUCTIVE ELECTRODES EMBODIMENT

[0046] According to a specific and non-limiting embodiment of the disclosed principles illustrated in Figure 3a, the
spikes 301, 302 of the electrodes 30A, 31A, in any of the described variant above, are conductive. The spikes 301, 302
are for example made of a same conductive material as the first partially cylindrical part 300 of the electrode 30A. For
example, the spikes 301, 302 are also metallic. According to this specific embodiment, the conductive spikes 301, 302
have a length strictly smaller than a thickness of the overall insulating envelope 20, 211, 221 of the power cord 10. As
the length of the spikes 301, 302 is strictly less than the thickness of the insulating envelope 20, 211, 221 of the power
cord 10, the conductive spikes 301, 302 do not enter in contact with the conductive part 210, 220 or the wire 21, 22 so
as to avoid an electrical short circuit of the electrode 30A, 31 A.
[0047] Considering a as the radius of the conductive part 210, 220, b the radius of the first partially cylindrical conductive
part 300 of the electrode 30A, 31A, and / a length of the spikes 301, 302 corresponding to their penetration depth in the
insulating envelope 20, 211, 221, it can be demonstrated that the equivalent capacitance Ceq induced between the
internal conductive part 210, 220 of the wire 21, 22 of radius a, and the electrode 30A, 30B according to the disclosed
principles could be written as: 

[0048] Where :

C1 is the capacitance induced between the internal conductive part 210, 220 of the wire 21, 22 and the electrode
30A, 31A without any spike (l=0) 

[0049] Fincrease represents the increase factor of the capacitance induced by the electrode 30A, 31A (i.e. CH1 or CN2)
expressed as function of its geometrical parameters α and l.
[0050] For a penetration of the conductor of 1 .2mm, corresponding to a practical realization using for example a lamp
power cord, it can be calculated that the capacitances are multiplied by 1, 2.5, 3 and 4 for α equals respectively to 0 (no
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penetration of the conductor), 1/2, 2/3 and 1.
[0051] Practically using two electrodes 30A, 31A mounted around a lamp power cord according to the disclosed
principles, with a spike length in the range of 1.2 mm and a filling factor in the range of 2/3, the harvested energy
improvement approaches a factor of ten. In other words, the amount of harvested energy from conductive electrodes
30A, 31A according to the described embodiment is multiplied by ten compared to the harvested power energy only
partially cylindrical conductive electrodes 100, 101 without any spikes 301, 302.

METALLO-DIELECTRIC ELECTRODES EMBODIMENT

[0052] According to another specific and non-limiting embodiment of the disclosed principles illustrated in Figure 3b,
the spikes 311, 312 of the electrodes 30B, 31B, in any of the described variant above, are made in a dielectric material.
The dielectric spikes 311, 312 are fixed on the surface of the first conductive partially cylindrical part 300 of the electrode
30B. According to this specific embodiment, the dielectric spikes 311, 312 have a length smaller than or equal to a
thickness of the overall insulating envelope 20, 211, 221 of the power cord 10. Advantageously the dielectric spikes 311,
312 are inserted in the insulating envelope 20, 211, 221 of the power cord 10 up to the conductive part 210, 220 of the
power cord 10. As the material of the spikes 311, 312 is dielectric, no electrical short circuit is created as the dielectric
spikes 311, 312 enter in contact with the conductive part 210, 220 of the wire 21, 22.
[0053] Considering the same notations as for the conductive embodiment (a, b, /), and further considering εr1 as a
permittivity of the insulating envelope 20, 211, 221 of the power cord 10 and εr2 a permittivity of the dielectric material
of the spikes 311, 312, it can be demonstrated that the equivalent capacitance Ceq induced between the internal con-
ductive part 210, 220 of the wire 21, 22 of radius a, and the electrode 30B, 31B according to the disclosed principles
could be written as: 

with C1 the capacitance induced between the internal conductive part 210, 220 of the wire 21, 22 and the electrode 30B,
31B without any spike (l=0), Fincrease represents the factor of increase for fixed α and permittivity of the used material. 

[0054] Practically, from the above formula it can be calculated that using two metallo-dielectric electrodes 30B, 31B
mounted around a lamp power cord according to the disclosed principles, with spikes 311, 312 of a length in the range
of 1 .4mm, made in a dielectric material of permittivity 8, and a filling factor in the range of 2/3, the harvested energy
improvement approaches a factor of four. In other words, the amount of harvested energy from metallo-dielectric elec-
trodes 30B, 31B according to the described embodiment is multiplied by four compared to the harvested energy from
only partially cylindrical conductive electrodes 100, 101 without any spike. Metallo-dielectic electrodes 30B, 31B according
to the disclosed principles are easier to install on power cords 10 than the electrodes 30A, 31A according to the conductive
embodiment, as it does not matter whether the dielectric spikes 311, 312 enter in contact with a conductive part 210,
220 of the power cord. But the amount of energy harvested from the metallo-dielectric electrodes 30B, 31B is smaller
than an amount of energy harvested from electrodes 30A, 31A according to the conductive embodiment in similar
conditions.
[0055] Figure 3c and Figure 3d illustrate two further specific and non-limitative embodiments of the disclosed prin-
ciples. Figure 3c represents a cross section of a power cord 12 of a different form, the section of the power cord 12
being ovoid and not fully circular. Figure 3c represents two metallo-dielectric electrodes 30B, 31B mounted around the
power cord 12, wherein each of the metallo-dielectric electrodes 30B, 31B comprises a partially cylindrical first conductive
part 300, and a plurality of spikes 311, 312 made of a dielectric material and inserted in an insulating envelope of the
power cord 12 up to a conductive part of the power cord. Similarly, the disclosed principles are also applicable to
conductive electrodes according to the conductive embodiment, wherein the conductive electrodes are mounted around
an ovoid power cord (not represented). Figure 3d represents yet another embodiment of two metallo-dielectric electrodes
30B, 31B mounted around a power cord 10, wherein both electrodes are further connected together by a piece of
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dielectric material 315. Such a configuration wherein the two electrodes 30B-31B constitute a single dielectric piece of
material being partially metalized is advantageous as it easier to manufacture and to deploy on power cords.

DIPOLE TYPE ANTENNA AS ELECTRODES EMBODIMENT

[0056] Figure 4a illustrates a dipole type antenna 40 according to a specific and non-limiting embodiment of the
disclosed principles. For example, the antenna 40 is adapted to receive wireless signals in the Ultra High Frequency
(UHF) band. But any other type of antenna adapted to receive wireless signals from any other radio frequency band is
compatible with the disclosed principles. According to this embodiment, the dipole type antenna 40 comprises two arms
41, 42, wherein each arm 41, 42 comprises at least two conductive strips 501, 502, 503, 504. For the sake of clarity,
the principles will be described with two pairs of two conductive strips 501-502, 503-504, but a dipole type antenna with
any number of pairs of conductive strips mounted around the power cord is compatible with the disclosed principles.
The dipole type antenna 40 comprises a first arm 41 and a second arm 42, wherein the first arm 41 comprises two
conductive strips 501, 502 wrapped around a power cord 10 as illustrated in Figure 4b. Similarly the second arm 42
comprises two further conductive strips 503, 504 (not represented on Figure 4b) wrapped around the power cord 10 at
a short distance of the first arm 41. The two conductive strips are arrangeable around the power cord so as to provide
two partially cylindrical electrodes which are placed opposite to each other with regards to the power cord with a separating
slot keeping the two conductive strips electrically disconnected. The two conductive strips, arranged around the power
cord, operate as an electric field harvester by extracting an energy from the electric field around the power cord. Preferably,
the further conductive strips 503, 504 of the second arm 42 are aligned with the conductive strips 501, 502 of the first
arm 41 as they are wrapped (or arranged) around the power cord 10, 12. But the disclosed principles are not limited to
a first 41 and a second 42 arms with aligned conductive strips 501, 503 along the power cord 10, 12.
[0057] According to specific and non-limiting variants, a pair 501-502, 503-504 of conductive strips of an arm 41, 42
of the dipole type antenna 40 is a pair of electrodes 100-101, 30A-31A, 30B-31B of any of the variants or embodiments
described in figures 1, 2a, 3a, 3b, 3c or 3d.
[0058] The dipole type antenna 40 has two inputs A, B, referred as the first input A and the second input B. The first
input A is for example located on one of the conductive strips 501, 502 of the first arm 41, the second input B being
located on one of the further conductive strips 503, 504 of the second arm 42. In case of aligned conductive strips along
the power cord 10, 12, the first A and the second B inputs of the dipole type antenna 40 are located on aligned wrapped
conductive strips 501, 503. As both antenna inputs A, B are connectable to an integrated circuit, the first A and the
second B inputs are advantageously located on an extremity of respectively a conductive strip 501 of the first arm 41
and a further conductive strip 503 of the second arm 42, both extremities facing each other, as the conductive strips are
wrapped around the power cord 10, 12.
[0059] As shown in Figure 4a, each arm 41, 42 of the dipole type antenna 40 (i.e. the half-dipole to be wrapped around
the power cord 10, 12), is composed by two conductive strips 501, 502 of length L and width w separated by a slot of
width e. The two wrapped conductive strips 501, 502 corresponding to each arm 41, 42 of the dipole are electromag-
netically coupled. Separating the two conductive strips 501, 502 of an arm by a short slot e enables to turn the two
conductive strips 501, 502 wrapped around the power cord 10, 12 into two electrodes adapted to harvest an energy
from the power cord, according to any embodiment or variant of the disclosed principles. Moreover as the slot e remains
small (for example one millimeter for a power cord of five millimeters diameter), the two conductive strips 501, 502
wrapped around the power cord are electromagnetically coupled so as to realize a single arm 41 of the dipole antenna 40.
[0060] The length L is approximately equal to λ/4 where λ is the wavelength of the RF central operating frequency. A
deviation from λ/4 depends on the current values of w, e and the permittivity of the insulating material used in the power
cord 10, 12. The theoretical overall length of a dipole is a half-wavelength (= 2x quarter-wavelengths) of its intended
operating radio frequency. That is applicable to a theoretical infinitely thin wire dipole in free space. The length of a
practical dipole is generally, more or less slightly shorter than half-wavelength and should take into account a number
of effects, among them:

• The "wire" cross-section shape and size; according to the disclosed principles, it is a strip of rectangular section
with a cylinder shape. Larger is the strip section shorter is the dipole. The cylindrical shape, in comparison with a
flat strip has a negligible effect.

• The surrounding medium; according to the disclosed principles, the strip is bonded on the power cord, and thus,
the dielectric permittivity of the sheath surrounding the wires of the power cord has a further effect on the length of
the dipole. As a first approximation the length is reduced by a factor equal to: Root-square [(Relative permittivity
+1)/2]; where Relative permittivity is the Relative permittivity of the sheath material.

[0061] A practical length of a conductive strip 501, 502, 503, 504 according to the disclosed principles is thus smaller
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than a quarter of the wavelength of the operating frequency, for example within a range of 20%. Taking as an example
a relatively narrow strip dipole (∼2 mm width) bonded on a power cord 10, 12, the length of the dipole at the central
frequency of 915 MHz, taking into account all the above effects, can be determined via electromagnetic simulations
equal to 130 mm (instead of 164 mm in free-space).
[0062] In another example, a guided wavelength can be determined for a specific dipole type antenna 40 according
to the disclosed principles. As it is known by the skilled in the art, the guided wavelength is the wavelength of the input
signal as it is changed in comparison with free space wavelength when all the effects cited above are taken into account.
For example the guided wavelength corresponds to a guided wave in the conductive strips 501, 502, 503, 504. And the
length of a conductive strip 501, 502, 503, 504 is advantageously determined as a quarter of the guided wavelength of
an operating central radio frequency.
[0063] In a variant, the length of a conductive strip 501, 502, 503, 504 is determined as any multiple of a quarter of
the guided wavelength of an operating central radio frequency. Increasing the length of the antenna 40 changes the
performance of the antenna in reception/transmission of RF signals and improves the amount of energy harvested, but
implies practical limitations for wrapping long conductive strips 501, 502, 503, 504 around the power cord 10, 12.
[0064] In a practical example, using a power cord cable of a lamp having 5 mm diameter section and operating at the
central frequency of 915 MHz corresponding to the UHF RFID band in the United States, a conductive strip 501, 502,
503, 504 according to a specific and non-limiting embodiment of the disclosed principles has the following typical sizing
values:

• L ∼8cm

• W∼6.5 mm

• e ∼1 mm

[0065] In an advantageous variant, the conductive strips 501, 502, 503, 504 comprise a flexible conductive substrate,
such as for example a flex circuit, which is a known technology for assembling electronic circuits by mounting electronic
devices on flexible plastic substrates or transparent conductive polyester films. The flexibility of the substrate is advan-
tageous as it facilitates the installation of the antenna 40 as a pair of partially cylindrical electrodes 100, 101 on the
power cord 10, 12, as depicted in figure 1. But any other type of substrate is compatible with the disclosed principles,
including rigid conductive substrates with a partially cylindrical form of various diameters to be wrapped around power
cords 10, 12 of various diameters.
[0066] In a first example, where the electrodes 100, 101 are partially cylindrical as depicted in figure 1, the conductive
strips 501, 502, 503, 504 are entirely made of the flexible substrate. In another example, where the electrodes 30A, 31A,
30B, 31B comprise spikes 301, 302, as illustrated in figures 3a to 3d, only the first conductive part 300 is made of the
flexible conductive substrate. The spikes 301, 302 however are in a rigid material (conductive or dielectric depending
on the embodiments), so as to have the capability to penetrate in the insulating envelope of the power cord. In case the
first conductive part 300 is made of the flexible substrate, its form is rectangular, and the spikes 301, 302 are perpendicular
to the rectangular surface of first conductive part 300. In case the first conductive part 300 is made of the rigid conductive
material with a partially cylindrical form, the spikes 301, 302 originating from the first conductive part 300 are directed
towards the axis of the partial cylinder.
[0067] Figure 5a depicts a wireless tag device 5A adapted to harvest an energy from a power cord according to a
specific and non-limiting embodiment of the disclosed principles. The wireless tag device is for example a RFID tag
device. For the sake of clarity the tag device is described as a RFID tag device but any other kind of wireless tag device,
such as for example a Bluetooth tag is compatible with the disclosed principles. The RFID tag device 5A comprises a
RFID (or Bluetooth) integrated circuit 54 connected to a dipole type antenna 58 according to any embodiment or variant
described above. The RFID integrated circuit 54 and the dipole type antenna 58 constitute a wireless network interface
for sending / receiving a modulated RF carrier to / from a wireless interrogator. The wireless network interface belongs
to a set comprising:

- A UHF RFID Air interface for the 860 MHz-960 MHz band, following the national regulations;
- A UHF RFID Air interface for the 433 MHz band following the national regulations;
- A RFID Air interface for the ISM 2.4 GHz band following the national regulations;
- A RFID Air interface for the 5.2 - 5.8 GHz band following the national regulations.

More generally any wireless network interface allowing to send / receive information to / from one or more wireless tag
devices is compatible with the disclosed principles.
[0068] The RFID integrated circuit 54 is configured to receive its operating energy from a modulated RF carrier captured
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by the dipole type antenna 58, and to send a backscattered reply. The dipole type antenna 58 is further adapted to
harvest a further energy from the power cord according to any embodiment or variant described above. The dipole type
antenna 58 comprises two arms, wherein each of the two arms comprises a pair of two conductive strips 501-502,
503-504, adapted to be wrapped around the power cord and to harvest an energy from the power cord. Each arm of the
dipole antenna 58 is a pair of electrodes according to any embodiment and/or variant of the disclosed principles. The
RFID integrated circuit 54 is also adapted to receive the further energy harvested by each of the two arms of the dipole
antenna 58. A possible example of such RFID integrated circuit 54 that can be further powered by another source or
energy than the RF carrier reception, are the SL3S4011 from NXP, or the Monza X Chip from Impjin. Any RFID integrated
circuit 54 that can be powered by another source or energy than the RF carrier reception is compatible with the disclosed
principles. Optionally an energy storing module 52 stores an energy being harvested by the two electrodes 501, 502
mounted around the power cord, and not used by the integrated circuit 54. The energy storage module for example
comprises a storage capacitor and a full wave rectifier comprising four diodes adapted to convert an analog current AC
input providing from the electrodes 501, 502 into a direct current DC output. A possible value of the storage capacitor
is 22mF, and the four diodes are for example small signal fast switching diodes 1N4148 from Vishay Semiconductors.
An example of energy storing module is also illustrated in figure 1 as an electrical circuit 11.
[0069] Powering a passive RFID tag device 5A with an energy harvested from a power cord is advantageous as it
allows to extend the coverage of the RFID system: the RFID tag uses the harvested energy from the power cord in
addition to the energy received from the reception of the modulated RF carrier by the dipole antenna, so as to send back
the backscattered reply. Typically by powering a SL3S4011/4021 integrated circuit from NXP using the capacitor stored
energy, the read sensitivity is improved by 5 dB (from -18 dBm to -23 dBm) while the write sensitivity is improved by up
to 12 dB (from -11 dBm to - 23 dBm). That translates in terms of range by doubling the read range and by multiplying
the write range by a factor of 4.
[0070] Moreover, harvesting an energy from a power cord by the dipole type antenna according to the disclosed
principles is advantageous as it does not require to deploy a dedicated set of electrodes for harvesting an energy from
the power cord.
[0071] Figure 5b depicts a wireless tag device 5B adapted to harvest an energy from a power cord according to
another specific and non-limiting embodiment of the disclosed principles. The wireless tag device 5B, for example a
RFID tag device comprises the same elements as the wireless tag device 5A, i.e. a RFID integrated circuit 54, a dipole
antenna 58 being adapted to capture an operating energy from a modulated RF carrier and being further adapted to
harvest a further energy from a power cord according to the disclosed principles. Optionally the wireless tag device 5B
further comprises an energy storage module 52. In addition, and according to this specific and non-limiting embodiment,
the RFID tag device 5B further comprises a sensing 55 and computing 56 hardware being powered with the harvested
energy. Powering such an active RFID tag device 5B with an energy harvested from a power cord is advantageous as
it enables the deployment of battery less sensing RFID tag devices in smart home or building environments. The RFID
tag device 5B for example comprises an ultra-low power microcontroller 56. The RFID tag device further comprises a
sensor 55 configured to measure a variety of data, such as for example and without limitation an ambient temperature,
an atmospheric pressure, a local magnetic field, .... The sensor 55, the microcontroller 56 and the RFID integrated circuit
54 are interconnected by a bus 500, such as for example an I2C interface. The I2C interface is a two-wire interface
supported by many embedded systems, such as computers or electronic devices. The I2C functionality enables writ-
ing/reading information in a memory of the RFID tag device 5B, such as a data measured by the sensor 55, and then
made available to a RFID interrogator via the RFID integrated circuit 54. According to different variants, the memory is
a standalone memory (not represented) or included in the sensor 55, or in the microcontroller 56 or in the RFID integrated
circuit 54.
[0072] Figure 5c depicts a wireless tag device 5C adapted to harvest an energy according to yet another specific and
non-limiting embodiment of the disclosed principles. The wireless tag device 5C is mounted around a power cord,
powering a specific device (not represented) such as a personal computer, a TV set, or any kind a device that can be
switched on and off. In that example, the wireless tag device 5C is further adapted to detect that the specific device
being powered by the power cord is being switched on or switched off. Detecting that an external device is being switched
on or off may be interesting for various data mining or Internet of Things applications. To that end the wireless tag device
5C, for example a RFID tag device comprises the same elements as the wireless tag device 5B, i.e. a RFID integrated
circuit 54, a dipole antenna 58 being adapted to capture an operating energy from a modulated RF carrier and being
further adapted to harvest a further energy from a power cord according to the disclosed principles, an optional energy
storage module 52 and a micro-controller 56. The sensor 55 or device 5B is replaced in this embodiment by an impulse
detector 57, being connected to the dipole antenna 58. The microcontroller 56 is coupled in signal communication 500
to the impulse detector 57. The impulse detector 57, is operative to detect when the specific device being powered by
the power cord, is being switched on or off. More precisely, the impulse detector 57 is operative to receive an impulse
response from the conductive strips 501, 502, 503, 504 of the dipole antenna 58, mounted around the power cord. In a
variant (not represented), the impulse detector 57 is merged with the RFID integrated circuit 54 in a single integrated
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circuit. The impulse detector 57 is operative to provide one of a single alert signal and a plurality of alert signals for the
microcontroller 56 in response to the impulse response. The impulse response includes one of a single impulse waveform
and a plurality of impulse waveforms in a time period. The impulse detector 57 generates the single alert signal when
the impulse response includes the single impulse waveform. The impulse detector 57 generates the plurality of alert
signals when the impulse response includes respective ones of the plurality of impulse waveforms. The microcontroller
56 is operative to determine a nature of the impulse response. The nature is determined as a switch-ON response when
the single alert signal is received. The nature is determined as a switch-OFF response when the plurality of alert signals
are received. The microcontroller 56 and the impulse detector 57, are advantageously powered from energy harvested
from the power cord according to any variant or embodiment of the disclosed principles.
[0073] In a first variant of any of the previously described embodiment, the wireless tag device 5A, 5B, 5C is a battery
less device and is further powered only with the harvested energy, meaning that the wireless tag device 5A, 5B, 5C is
powered from the harvested energy in addition to the energy received by the antenna from the RF carrier. In a second
variant of any of the previously described embodiment, the wireless tag device 5A, 5B, 5C comprises a battery and is
further powered also with the harvested energy. Powering the device comprising a battery with an energy harvested
from a power cord is advantageous as it allows to preserve the battery and to extend its duration.
[0074] Figure 6 describes a method for powering a device from an energy harvested from a power cord according to
a specific and non-limiting embodiment of the disclosed principles. The device comprises a dipole type antenna of two
arms, adapted to receive radio frequency signals. Each of the two arms of the antenna comprises two conductive strips.
[0075] In the step S60, the two conductive strips of each arm are wrapped around a power cord, and kept electrically
disconnected. As the two conductive strips are mounted around the power cord, a short separating slot prevents both
conductive strips to be in short circuit. Wrapping two electrically disconnected conductive strips around a power cord
allows to obtain two electromagnetically coupled electrodes capable of harvesting an energy from the power cord, and
to serve as an arm of a dipole type antenna for receiving RF signals.
[0076] In the step S62, an energy is harvested from the power cord by each of the two arms of the dipole antenna.
[0077] In the step S64, the device, being for example a wireless RFID tag is powered with the energy harvested from
the power cord by its advantageous dipole type antenna.

Claims

1. A device (5A, 5B, 5C) comprising a dipole type antenna (40, 58) of two arms (41, 42) adapted to receive a RF signal,
wherein each of the two arms (41, 42) comprises two conductive strips (501, 502, 503, 504) arrangeable around a
power cord (10, 12) so as to provide two partially cylindrical electrodes which are placed opposite to each other and
operate as an electric field harvester by extracting an energy from the electric field around the power cord (10, 12).

2. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to claim 1, wherein each of the two conductive strips (501, 502, 503, 504)
comprises a flexible substrate.

3. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to any of claims 1 to 2, wherein the device (5A, 5B, 5C) is configured to operate
at a central radio frequency, each of the two conductive strips (501, 502, 503, 504) having an equal length being a
quarter of a guided wavelength of the central radio frequency.

4. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to any of claims 1 to 3, further comprising an integrated circuit (54) adapted to
receive an operating energy from a modulated RF carrier captured by the dipole type antenna (58), the integrated
circuit (54) being further adapted to be powered by the extracted energy.

5. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the device (5A, 5B, 5C) is a wireless tag.

6. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to claim 5 wherein the device (5A, 5B, 5C) is a RFID tag.

7. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to any of claims 1 to 6, further comprising a capacitor adapted to store the
extracted energy

8. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to any of claims 1 to 7, further comprising a sensor (55) adapted to be powered
at least by the extracted energy.

9. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to any of claims 1 to 8, further comprising an impulse detector (57) adapted to
be powered at least by the extracted energy.
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10. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to any of claims 1 to 9, wherein at least one of the two conductive strips (501,
502, 503, 504) comprises a plurality of spikes (301, 302, 311, 312) inserted in an insulating envelope (20, 211, 221)
of the power cord (10, 12).

11. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to claim 10, wherein the at least one of the two conductive strips (30A, 31 A,
30B, 31 B) comprises a first rectangular conductive part (300), the spikes (301, 302, 311, 312) originating from the
first rectangular conductive part (300) and being perpendicular to the first rectangular conductive part (300).

12. The device (5A, 5B, 5C) according to claim 10, wherein the at least one of the two conductive strips (30A, 31 A,
30B, 31B) comprises a first conductive part (300) being partially cylindrical around an axis, the spikes (301, 302,
311, 312) originating from the first conductive part (300) and being directed towards the axis.

13. A method for powering a device (5A, 5B, 5C) comprising a dipole type antenna (40, 58) of two arms (41, 42) adapted
to receive a RF signal, each of the two arms (41, 42) comprising two conductive strips (501, 502, 503, 504), the
method comprising:

- wrapping the two conductive strips (501, 502, 503, 504) around a power cord (10, 12) so as to provide two
partially cylindrical electrodes which are placed opposite to each other and operate as an electric field harvester
by extracting an energy from the electric field around the power cord (10, 12) and
- powering the device (5A, 5B, 5C) with the extracted energy.
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